
The Rally pack Motorcycle Backpack
system consists of:

Jumbo Backpack
Roll Bag 
Vinyl Liner
Attachable Bungee Net

Installation:
Jumbo Backpack
Open horizontal hook & loop straps on the rear of the bag.

Place Jumbo Backpack on luggage rack. 

Loop the straps around the sissy bar/backrest in a way that
is secure. 

Locate the 2 long straps and attach them to the lower D-
rings on the front of the bag. 

Loop these straps around the directional indicator bar or
other secure mounting location below the bag, and then
attach the other ends to the lower D-rings on the back of the
bag; the clips can be individually tightened by pulling on the
loose ends.

Excess strap material should be knotted. 

CAUTION - allowing straps to hang loose may cause damage
to packs, painted finishes or they may become 
entangled in the wheel or chain.

Note:
Backpack may be carried on the shoulders while not riding
by connecting the long straps to the 4 D-rings on the back of
the bag.

Roll Bag
If Roll Bag is to be used separately from the Backpack
Open horizontal hook & loop straps on the rear of the bag.

Place roll bag on luggage rack.

Loop the straps around the sissy bar/backrest in a way that
is secure. 

Locate the 2 long straps and attach them to the lower D-
rings on the front of the bag. 

Loop these straps around the directional indicator bar or
other secure mounting location below the bag, and then
attach the other ends to the lower D-rings on the back of
the bag; the clips can be individually tightened by pulling
on the loose ends.

Excess strap material should be knotted.
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This system is recommended for use with a sissy

bar/backrest and luggage rack combination which is

permanently attached to the motorcycle.

Do not exceed the manufacturers recommended load
capacity.

Consult your owner’s manual for tire 

inflation pressures and gross axle weight rating.

Failure to follow recommended weight loading

capacities may affect handling. This could result in

property damage, injury and possibly death.
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CAUTION - allowing straps to hang loose may cause
damage to packs, painted finishes or they may become 
entangled in the wheel or chain.

If Roll Bag is to be used with the Backpack

Install Backpack using previous directions.

Place the Roll Bag above the Backpack.

Use the 4 short straps to connect the corresponding D-
rings in each of the 4 corners. The clips can be individu-
ally tightened by pulling on the loose ends.

For added security, there are also two side straps on the
Roll Bag that loop through clips on the Backpack.

CAUTION - allowing straps to hang loose may cause
damage to packs, painted finishes or they may become 
entangled in the wheel or chain.

Vinyl Liner
May be used with either the Backpack or the Roll Bag.

CAUTION - do not cut or puncture the liner.

Bungee Net
May be used for additional storage of clothing or other 
articles which may need to be accessible during riding.
Place articles on top of packs and secure with net by
attaching hooks to the “D” rings provided.

CAUTION - hooks are under tension and may become 
dangerous when unfastened. Use extreme care when
removing.

Care & Cleaning
Use mild household detergent and soft brush to remove
dirt or road grime.  Rinse thoroughly and dry before
using. Do not put in washer or dryer, dry-cleaning is not 
recommended.
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